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(Re)cognition and the Memorialisation of Indigenous Dispossession 
 
I address the issue of how a society represents its commitment to a reconciled 
relationship with a dispossessed Indigenous people. Representations of 
authority are painted, written and sculptured. They are heard in the 
enunciation of the names of parks and suburbs. The aesthetic representation 
of dispossession and its generative logics are also witnessed from the air in 
the ordered sign of bounded properties where fence lines crisscross a living 
body of land that is now bare. Yet forms of authority are also reinterpreted by 
successive generations and new representations are created. These new 
representations intend a reconciled relationship and the possible recognition 
of another sovereignty. Yet they also mask a continued logic of dispossession 
that now includes within its gaze the reconciled Aboriginal. I argue that 
Indigenous dispossession continues to be memorialised in Australia. 
Illustrative of this is the recent gesture toward the constitutional recognition of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. Rather than provide for a positive 
affirmation of Indigenous being, recognition promises to provide for the further 
limiting accommodation and memorialisation of Indigenous people.  
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I will highlight what my main critique of the ‘Recognition’ campaign is and how this 
can be further understood through a conceptualisation of an aesthetic of 
dispossession, or of settler colonialism, within an attempted reconciliation with a 
dispossessed Indigenous people.  
 
Representations of authority are experienced everywhere. They are pervasive. One 
in particular is the acknowledgement to country now largely practiced. We do not 
often or always see or hear Indigenous people in such situations speak for 
themselves, but rather their presence or non-presence is mediated through a history 
and practice that imitates speaking for us and in our absence, or for a demanded 
purpose or reason from us.  
 
We have Aboriginal reasons and protocols for why we acknowledge – but the non-
Indigenous co-option of this practice remains puzzling for me.   
 
A spectrality is affected.  
 
Not just of the missing or erased Aboriginal, but also in the very practice of the 
acknowledgement itself, as though by an orthodox repetition, an amnesia is affected 
or at work to what is real or has happened and as to the importance or operation of 
the acknowledgment, the jurisprudential authority and legitimacy of its basis, the 
Aboriginal law, that isn’t explained or followed further, aside from vague 
generalisations of being ‘first in time’.  
 
It is this analogy of time which for me amounts to an analogous device of equivalency 
for a non-Indigenous episteme to make sense of, understand, and to put to work a 
certain Indigenous presence and non-presence.  
 
To put to work the spectre of Indigeneity as the constitutional foreclosures of the 
Australian settler colonial archive and that continue to be sought and demanded of in 
this limiting and effacing way.  
 
My issues with the non-Indigenous co-option of the acknowledgement are multiple, 
and I am not in complete disagreement with them, but I believe we need to be honest 
at each instant of what we are saying and what we mean otherwise we are complicit 
by our words in the settler colonial project of violence.  
 
I acknowledge as part of my protocol, as part of my lawful being in relation to others – 
yet what does the non-Indigenous usage of this mean and say? And if it is in 
intended gratitude, toward a truthful relationship with Indigenous people, then what 
does it reflect, refract or indeed hide of the greater structure of the settler colonial 
archive. 
 
We should perhaps add to the acknowledgment that we do so because we don’t 
have authority to speak. This is a very powerful and potentially dangerous concept 
offcourse not unknown to the law, politics and philosophy. But I ultimately speak of 
the authority and not the power to speak, and the concepts and practices by which 
this process of legitimation takes place and further produces the conditions of 
possibility for its own existence.  
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We should acknowledge that we do so because of the ongoing dispossession. 
Because of the violence. But most of all because we are following Aboriginal law, a 
legitimate jurisprudential authority. We should acknowledge the truth of a forced 
articulation placed upon of Aboriginal people. This is our challenge – if we are 
serious about Indigenous rights and title then we must be serious about Aboriginal 
jurisprudential authority and sovereignty. Our law is not simply birthed in common law 
recognition, as though a legal vacuum exists without Crown authority. Our rights and 
title are concomitant with our sovereignty.  
 
And it is here where I believe that it is better to yuma (which is to exist or be) than it is 
to be recognised.  
 
I will return to this issue toward the end of my presentation.  
 
Representations of authority then, the associated concepts and practices of 
legitimation, are also heard as the names of parks and suburbs.  
 
I am reminded of another aspect of these representations every time I fly: the 
aesthetic representation of dispossession and its generative logics that are visible in 
the ordered sign of bounded properties, where fence lines crisscross a living body of 
land that is now bare.  
 
These representations and placements are witness among many things to the 
transformation of Indigeneity into common law property rights making them 
representable on maps for native title claims, yet they also provide a fractural 
opening of the settler colonial archive via the corporeal effect of this transformation 
on Indigenous bodies where we continue to exist other than we are presented.  
 
This practices offcourse continues a long history of the transformation of Indigenous 
people into governable subjects and the more general capacity for the law to be used 
in this manner. But it is the authority to do so that interests me most.   
 
These instances of form and style in both idea and practice, and the inherent 
reflexive nature of their development, are symptomatic of what I believe is identifiable 
as an aesthetic of dispossession in the settler colonial archive – incorporating the 
beautiful, the ugly and everything in between, including different expressions of form 
and substance but according to the overarching and presumptive principles of 
hegemonic universality.  
 
Laura Murray helps us to understand this process by general example from the 
history of American colonialism. With reference to the dynamic but violent nexus 
between a colonial population juxtaposed not just with their British forefathers but 
also the transported slave bodies and the dispossessed and erased Indigenous life, 
Murray identifies an ‘aesthetic of dispossession’ that is cultivated through a sense of:   
 
AND I QUOTE ‘vulnerability with respect to Britain [that] in so doing rhetorically 
exculpated their colonizing role with respect to Native Americans’. END QUOTE.  
 
This aesthetic practice provided reason not just for the progress and production of 
the settler colonial state, but it simultaneously played part in the amnesia inducing 
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legitimation of presumptive authority to progress against savage barbarians and 
realise the liberal promise for civilised peoples.   
 
This productive and performative narrative of dispossession carried with it an often 
simplistic ideal via the erasure of real existence that masked the tremendous violence 
of erasure; it was the transformation in practice of the imagined and real British 
romanticism into the forging of a new and independent romantic.  
 
Australia has offcourse experienced its own ‘aesthetic of dispossession’ in the 
productively mediations of settler colonial existence and identity at the violent 
expense of Indigeneity. Such conceptualisations as the frontier in Australia are 
illustrative of this, a colonial space that depicted wild savagery and the heroism of toil 
and work, against which Indigeneity has been productively mediated by non-
Indigenous people for non-Indigenous purposes since first contact through to the 
modern proliferation of Indigenous art. 
 
And it is in this proliferation of Inidgenous art where we can witness the romanticised, 
aesthetisation of a determination of dispossession in the settler colonial archive.  
 
Specifically, the more valuable instances of the art are those judged to be the more 
authentic. This value is based in the valorised authenticity of the particular identity of 
artists because of them having lived outside of the Western world, having existed 
pre-contact in their assumed primitive, primal existence or romantacised noble state.  
 
This objectification and romanticisation offcourse extends beyond this art and local 
example and has its examples in instances such as Freud’s Totem and Taboo where 
the New-Holland savage represents an instance of pre-alienation, of a time before 
Oedipus.  
 
These instances are representative of simplistic narrative accounts that do not 
change in their productive exclusions, only in their context, presentation and 
perception while their fundamental structures continue the erasure of Indigeneity.   
 
Two artworks positioned locally are illustrative of this issue of an aesthetic of 
dispossession within representations of forms of authority, and of what I see as being 
a limited memorialisation of Indigeneity in the settler colonial archive; or Derridian 
terms, what could be understood as idiomatic traces of an irreplaceable singularity in 
the midst of the failure of translation that is otherwise demanded of and constitutive 
of the settler colonial archive.  
 
-- 
 
The first is the sculpture the Progress of Civilisation in the State of Queensland that 
is situated within the tympanum of Brisbane City Hall.  
 
Talk to it. Explain it.  
 
The original intent was to represent progress. It was apparently a truthful statement. 
A believed settler reality. It was commissioned as the crowning jewel to the new 
spectacular representation of settler authority – the most expensive building of its 
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time. The simplistic narrative of the dying race and the outward projection of authority 
over the bare and monstrous land, a celebration of the conquering of wilderness.  
 
Yet this sculpture is also about what else it represents, the opening of the settler 
colonial archive, an archive always working against itself. It represents the spectrality 
of its own foreclosures, the stone representations of an idea that is only but one 
among many but one that yet carried with it and further perpetuated real violence by 
its material hegemony.  
 
-- 
 
The second artwork is a painting that covers the back wall of the Banco Court of the 
Queen Elizabeth II Court of Law in Brisbane.  
 
The intention of not the artwork, but its placement and co-option, is a progression of 
society also.   
 
The intention is a reconciled nation that recognises the injustices of its past and now 
includes the reconciled Aboriginal as part of its citizenry, as part of its social contract. 
Mabo painted on the walls of the ceremonial seat of authority on the State of 
Queensland.  
 
This placement is supposed to represent a different way of seeing and knowing, but it 
simultaneously haunts this ceremonial seat of law and sovereign authority, it 
witnesses immediately, gives form and substance to the spectral foreclosures of 
Indigeneity that are constitutive of the continued survival of settler colonialism, 
feeding further on the dispossessed, another re-legitimation of self at the expense of 
another.   
 
What does it mean then to continue to have these representations, to how we 
perceive and act upon them?   
 
My understanding of this meaning intimates toward my main critique of recognition 
which I will now address.  
 
Predominantly, liberal theorists of minority rights and the politics of recognition 
support differentiated interests such as those afforded Indigenous people because 
they help individuals achieve self-realisation in a liberal society.  
 
A very short critique of this position is that these rights and recognitions are always 
on the terms of a particular non-Indigenous understanding of being that demands 
and constructs a continued and limited existence for Indigenous people against a 
purported universal and objective standard of existence.  
 
An accessible local example is the incorporation of a limited spatial and temporal 
recognition of Indigenous people under the Native Title Act that when recognising 
Indigenous people can simultaneously extinguish, at any time, that claim by 
executive action.  
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My main argument here is that recognition as it is presented continues this spatial, 
temporal and psycho-affective determination and limitation of Indigenous people 
within the foreign imposition and forced articulation of another ontology.  
 
To understand why this is so we need to understand what is happening when liberal 
theorists stake their philosophical claims under the politics of recognition.  
 
In the many recognition theories, I am thinking especially of Honneth and Taylor, they 
attempt to update Hegel’s philosophy for a contemporary and acceptable account of 
the intersubjective constitution of the presumed or posited individual subject.  
 
This is a fundamental flaw.  
 
This process posits a normative standard of ideal for society while ignoring the 
greater cost that has been paid for recognition by those often on the wrong side, or 
the side of abject powerlessness in instances of recognition. Without questioning the 
methods by which inequality and violence have been committed under the legal 
tradition and by often attributing this to a minimal failure to extend rights to all, these 
theorists have remained complicit in ensuring the foundations of inequality remain 
into the future as they otherwise protest that the fundamental presuppositions of the 
liberal tradition do not have anything to do with past injustice.  
 
This ignores the failures within their own traditions.  
 
It is easier for me here to go straight to Hegel as most theorists base themselves in 
either an affirmation or differentiation of his theory of recognition.  
 
Before setting out recognition as a key process in the development of spirit, Hegel 
specifically discusses the ability for consciousness to recognise within itself its desire 
and will to affect that will in the objective and outside world.   
 
The ability alienate is the first exclusion in a double movement that is not adequately 
recognised in contemporary theories of recognition and minority rights and is rather 
complicity perpetuated.  
 
Hegel denies this very ability of alienation to those barbarian and savage races, 
particularly in Africa and the other colonies, who are without history, or who are also 
represented as being illogical and driven by passion.  
 
Being without history is central, as having a history is having the ability to create 
history which is the ability to alienate and operate according to reason and rationality 
– to progress from mere instinct of animality. History here is the archive of spirit’s 
articulation in the mastering of its objectified world.  
 
This calculation of humanity – which is not Hegel’s alone – is followed simultaneously 
by the setting off of spirit in both space and time to sublate and advance.  
 
It is these moments of recognition which Robert Williams explains as being the 
operative logic of Hegel’s entire system that is then repeated, time again, toward 
progress and away from animality.  
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And it is here where I split the (Re) in my title – that is the (Re) from cognition and 
emphasise that this is a repetitive process of cognition – and it is this power or 
presupposed authority to continually cognise Indigenous people, according to the 
assumed universal liberal tradition, that I am most interested in.  
 
After all, this process, and the history of empire is one that has been transited 
through a productive conceptualisation of savagery and the Indigenous other in 
empire and imperialism.  
 
This violent operation of recognition is one in which I follow from Derrida’s critique of 
the metaphysics of presence by identifying the double exclusion in Hegel as 
analogous with Derrida’s identification of the genesis of logocentrism and its 
repetitive structure of the universalisation of particular modalities of existence.  
 
Particularly, in Monolingualism of the Other, Derrida’s asks: 
 
‘How do we interpret the history of an example that allows the re-inscription of the 
structure of a universal law upon the body of an irreplaceable singularity in order to 
render it thus remarkable?’  
 
Derrida discusses these issues further in The Truth of Painting.  
 
Of particular interest to an aesthetic of dispossession, and its generative logics visible 
in recognitions and representations such as sculptures, or the placement of artworks, 
or indeed the rigid inclusion in the form in a constitution, is the requirement to 
supplement a lack in purported full concepts via the parergon.  
 
And it is here too that I see the logic of dispossession inherent in the double 
exclusion of recognition.  
 
Derrida highlights that according to Kant, to complete the ideal, not an ideal of purity, 
but of adherent rationality in beauty, where beauty is something requiring reason and 
which is only capable of creation by men, a category or a representation, a building, 
or a projected authority, is always circumvented and haunted by its productive 
exclusions in the very necessitation of its adherence to a beauty produced in the 
presumed finality of reasoned men.  
 
That is by way of men’s own calculating aesthetic judgement, that subsumes all onto 
the one universalizing horizon of meaning, being and existence; the remainder 
always already exists to haunt, not just as remainder but as constitutively 
necessitated.  
 
This moment of recognition then is simultaneously about representation, perception 
and reception according to particular economies of value.  
 
It's about a calculation, a judgement of aesthetic value and worth, both logical and 
imaginative, practical and symbolic, in the productive mediations and violent 
operation of recognition.  
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Mutuality, in this moment, is nothing but a mythical ascription of a naturalising 
neutrality to an in factual contingent and biased determination, that always already 
exceeds the given paradigm of the measurement of temporality that is paradigmatic 
from Aristotle through Kant and Hegel and that is now appropriated by modern rights 
theorists.   
 
Put simply, Indigeneity cannot be represented in these forms.  
 
This does not mean simply that others recognise differently according to different 
values, suggesting some sort of incommensurability; but rather that the ascribed 
universality of an event of recognition is not universal at all, and should not be 
assumed as the universal standard of existence prefigured and predestined toward a 
certain liberal teleology of being.  
 
Outside of this; between this; within this; shattering this; spectrally to this is 
everything other; is life in flux, is the lawful relation of being.  
 
But there is an amnesia complicit in this double recognition to the transit through and 
of the conceptualized and violently applicated savage of the imaginations and 
perverse practices of settler colonialism.  This price paid is forgotten and 
memorialized in idiomatic translations as the teleological unity of the liberal tradition 
marches forward toward progress.  
 
It isn’t the risk to entirely eradicate Indigeneity, but rather the repetition to continually 
produce and exclude others as a necessitation of the alienation that should concern 
us.  
 
Accordingly, I understand the tympanum, the painting and recognition within the 
Australian Constitution as the supplement to a lack which is constitutive of the 
alienation and of the settler colonial archive itself.  
 
We need to understand that Indigenous sovereignty is other and there is no 
presumed authority to behave toward us in the way the settler colonial state. As Irene 
remarked yesterday, no, no, no – there is no question of consent.  
 
The for me begins by understanding that I exist outside of this limited economy of 
meaning.  
 
That I exist according to different conceptualisations of meaning and value that work 
in different ways to those in the liberal tradition.  
 
I am a sovereignty that is born of an awareness of a relationship and being of 
lawfulness, unencumbered from what Irene has labelled the coming of cloth.  
 
The cloth, and everything its arrival brought with it including British law and an 
assumed sovereignty over Indigeneity, it:  
 
AND I QUOTE ‘emerged from a denial’ END QUOTE.  
 
An exclusion of Indigenous being.  
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Before the coming of cloth, Indigenous people had: 
 
AND I QUOTE: ‘no consciousness of nakedness; the awareness of nakedness came 
with the clothed coloniser’. END QUOTE.   
 
I understand this not just to mean the fact of bodily nakedness, but rather Irene 
demonstrates a raw being unencumbered of the imposed law and presumed 
sovereignty of the coloniser that produced its presence by the exclusion and denial 
of raw law.  
 
Yet it was the Indigenous body that became the marked embodiment of settler 
colonialism’s will by the forced articulation of a foreign corporealisation.   
 
An from Irene again: 
 
AND I QUOTE: ‘nakedness was made illegal; the naked body was subject to layers 
of domination and ever since… [Indigenous people have been] … forced to cover 
lawful being’. END QUOTE.  
 
This demonstrates not just the continued obsession with the Indigenous body as a 
differential self-referent for the colonialist, but the ultimate effect of the ontological 
rendering of Indigeneity as ‘clothed’. 
 
Rather, however, Indigenous sovereignty is a living law that is sung, drawn and 
walked in tandem with the fluxing nature of our interrelated being with country.  
 
We are a law and a sovereignty that bends and changes in a time that moves with 
the undulating land and seasonal flow of water, not according to the lineal 
progression of exclusion and vulgar time, the perpetual attempt to reconcile the 
alienation at the core of the intersubjective constitution of the subject of the West.  
 
Against notions of the extinguishment of title now embedded in Australian law, 
Indigenous sovereignty cannot die as it lives in the land and transforms with the land 
itself.  
 
And it is perhaps this point that is most important.  
 
Some suggest that what is needed is the invention of new practices of sovereignty 
and of mediating the relationship between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people.  
 
The point however should not be to invent and risk anew the dialectical affirmation of 
structural inequalities, but rather it should be an emphasis on the being witness to 
the productive operation of these structures and to hear and acknowledge the 
heartbeat that already exists from within sovereign affirmations to the experience of 
forced nonexistence. 
 
And in summary, or pause until we speak again, by way of not being a closure, I 
would like to finish with the short story of the kurruluk yarkuwa or the magpie dream.  
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READ THE STORY.   
 
This is an understanding of the law and sovereign authority, of my lawful being.  
 
Rather than be a claim to authenticity, or a claim to essential and concrete identity, 
the kurruluk yarkuwa is representative of a diffuse singularity according to its own 
calculations and understandings of meaning, value and law.  
 
The relationship between the four figures understood to be ancestors, the boy and 
the kurruluk, represent a living law that while separate in some physical corporeality 
is also simultaneously combined as a living embodiment of the responsibilities and 
obligations that are necessitated by this relationship that shatters any confined 
recognitions and memorialisation by way of us standing and speaking today.   
 
THANK YOU.  


